


that we spend many hours each month to present the
list of Horse Protection Act suspensions on our web
site:  http://www.fosh.info/hpalist.htm.  

Then I got to spend two days home at our farm,
playing with our stunning “lit up” colt who’s a month
old, continuing his imprint training with lots of han-
dling of his lovely legs and hooves,  trail riding on sev-
eral of our smooth, barefoot Walkers, and filming por-
tions of my Parelli Level 3 journey on my Walker mare,
Magnolia. Watching them all cavort in our pastures as
a herd made me chuckle as I remembered Wink
Groover’s derisive comment to me a year ago in one of
these “industry meetings.” At the time, Wink was the
President of the Walking Horse Trainers’ Association.
“Why, Lori, all Tennessee Walkers have scarring on
their pasterns from the flexion action of their feet, you
just check your babies in
the pasture.” You are
certainly wrong, Mr.
Groover, and my
Walkers are lucky to live
in a sound home.

—Lori Northrup,
President
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President’s
Korner
Contrast of
Tennessee
Walking
Horses….

I just spent two days
on the “cause” in all-
day meetings in Washington, DC with the USDA, many
of the participating Horse Industry Organizations
(HIOs), a hostile Tennessee Congressman, and others
involved in the efforts to end soring. Certainly it’s chal-
lenging to categorize the two days as “fruitful or pro-
ductive,” because the issues are complicated by others
who are trying to lobby, make a living showing “Big
Lick horses,” and block the progress of using technolo-
gy to detect soring. But I think our work group accom-
plished some good, and the continued efforts over time
will show final progress, I hope. As we do each month,
the final, approved minutes from these HIO/USDA
meetings are posted on the FOSH web site as soon as
they are approved for the public. Also, please remember Photos: Golden Stride’s Phoenix, at one-month old.

The 9th annual North American Pleasure Gaited Horse

Championships were held Thursday, June 26th thru Saturday,

June 28th, 2008 at the Virginia Horse Center, East Complex in
Lexington,Virginia.The schedule comprised 3 very full days and
nights of classes for TWH, Spotted Saddle Horse, Racking,
Missouri Fox Trotters, Mountain (RMHA & UMH),Tiger, Florida
Cracker and Icelandic Horses. The Open Gaited Breed division
rounded out the class list with options for Country Pleasure,
Dressage and Trail Obstacle. Horses and exhibitors made the
trip to Virginia from Arkansas, Missouri, Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee, North Carolina, Florida,West Virginia, Maryland, and
New Jersey.

Our exhibitors persevered through the heat,humidity, thun-
derstorms and downpours while adhering to the FUN Rule and
FOSH Sound Principles.

The Missouri Fox Trotters again lived up to their state’s
motto and showed us fine examples of the breed.The Missouri
Fox Trotter Championship was won by Playboy’s Sampson
with Tori Blankenship.

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS
from the NAC Championships

The Tiger
Horse Association
held their inaugu-
ral National Show
in conjunction
with the NAC. To
prove their versa-
tility, an excellent
example of the
breed, I’ve Been
Spotted, and his
rider DeDe Marshall earned The Ivory Pal Versatility Hi-Point
Perpetual Trophy.

The Frida Icelandic Riding Club provided a licensed
Icelandic judge for their schooling show classes that proved an
exciting exhibition for the spectators.

The Florida Cracker group brought 3 excellent ambassa-
dors of the breed who proved their versatility in rail and versa-
tility classes. Dean VanCamp and Sonny partnered their way to
The Midnight Shamen Natural Horsemanship Perpetual
Trophy.

A ten horse OGB Working Trail Pleasure 2 gt w/ 3 obstacles
was won by Digger’s Sun Up Delight (TWH) and Steve Luoni.
The OGB Suitability for Dressage class demonstrated all breeds
can benefit from classical training.

continued on page 23

Gator (Florida Cracker Horse) with rider
Emily Moore for owner Crescent J Ranch
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On February 29, a group of seven horses and rid-
ers representing FOSH and IPWHA gathered
expectantly with their Tennessee Walking Horses

in the holding ring waiting to go into the arena for the
first of three exhibitions at the Equifest in Wichita,
Kansas. As their turn came, Jana Babuszczak aboard the
Supreme Versatility Champion, Roan Flash (English) led
the parade followed by Melanie Lehman on three time
Grand Champion and Supreme Versatility Champion,
Generator’s Mac Attack (English), Cheyenne Dunham on
the 2006 North American Pleasure Gaited Horse High
Point Walking Horse, Peach Muffin (English), Anita
Dunham on Pride’s Little Darling (Western), Katie
Kettinger on Mac’s Little Luci (English), Pam Swindler
on Pride’s Mega Motion (Western), and Shannon Walker
leading Mia Walker on Ultra Peppermint Patty bringing
up “the caboose” (Sidesaddle). This was just the first of
three educational and well-received exhibitions the group
participated in that weekend.

The weekend was spent riding their horses, relaxing at
the stalls, and visiting other exhibitors’ booths.  They
spoke with several interested visitors at their booth about
the way the Tennessee Walking Horses are being better
represented as sound and light shod not only at shows
and expos, but also on the trail. Many positive comments
were received about the horses being in keg shod shoes or
barefoot.  This year TWHBEA was not represented at the
Kansas Equifest. 

Under the direction of Shannon Walker and with a
Hollywood Theme of “Walk of Fame,” the stall area
received second place in the stall decorating contest. 

The group was well-organized, thanks to their helpful
ground crew, and felt supported and then some, thanks to
all the cheers and applause they received from the audi-
ence before, during, and after their demonstrations. The
horses displayed the Tennessee Walking Horse’s gentle
disposition and willing manner as they performed the
Tennessee Walking Horses’ three signature gaits: the flat
walk, running walk, and canter. Their riders showcased
the relaxed mood and fun attitude you can have while rid-
ing a Tennessee Walking Horse not to mention the versa-
tility in riding disciplines. A narrative accompanied the
demonstration that impressed upon the audience the fact
that these were sound, keg shod or barefoot horses, that
needed no mechanical or chemical enhancement. The
audience understood immediately the significance of what
was being demonstrated and the applause spoke their
approval.

The New England Walking Horse Association
proudly represented FOSH and its own club
at the Everything Equine Expo in Vermont

the last weekend in April.  Perfect weather and a
prime location by the entrance brought thousands
of people by our booth where NEWHA members
Dianne Lashoones, Tracy Gandin and Madeline
Tobias and IJA Judge Suzanne Cobb answered
questions from attendees.  By the end of the first
day, nearly all the informational materials had been
distributed.  On Sunday morning, Dianne
Lashoones on her eight year old black stallion,
Genius Boy’s Tony LaGotta and Tracy Gandin on
her four year old bay tobiano gelding, Painted by
Rooster, demonstrated the natural gaiting of bare-
foot Walkers while Suzanne Cobb gave an excellent
talk on identifying gaits and demystifying confusion
over gaited horses’ abilities to exhibit multiple gaits.

After the demonstration, Dianne and “Tony”
and Tracy and “Rooster” spent time along the rail
with the crowds, answering questions one on one.
The calm demeanor and crowd friendliness of a
stallion and a young horse who had never been in
this type of venue before impressed the crowd.

Vermont Everything
Equine Expo

By Dianne Lashoones, President,
New England Walking Horse Association

Wichita, Kansas
Expo Report
By Cheyenne Dunham

Exhibitors for the Equifest in Wichita, Kansas
await their turn to perform.
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Under a perfect, sunny,
spring sky, Kentucky’s
First Lady, Jane

Beshear opened the Three
Phase Event’s second nation-
al competition April 18th at
the new Kentucky Equestrian
Center outside Winchester,
Kentucky before competi-
tors, guests and vendors. Mrs.
Beshear toured the courses
and reviewed a parade of the

competing breeds which included Mountain horses, Mc Curdy
Plantation horses, American Saddelbreds, Tennessee Walking
horses, Arabian and Quarter horses. She was presented with a
flask, decorated with the Three Phase logo, of creek water from
the cross country course to be added to the 2010 FEI World
Games fountain at the Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington.

The pretty weather didn’t last. Competitors found the skies
overcast with occasional light sprinkles during Saturdays’
events.The dampening didn’t effect the enthusiasm of the riders
or their excitement and determination. The competition not
only attracted six different breeds of horses, but their owners
and riders represented attendance from six different states –
Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Tennessee, and Texas, and
16 different cities throughout those states,a third of whom were
there for the first time.All came despite record fuel costs and a
miserable winter for training.

The horses competed in each phase – dressage, stadium
obstacle and cross country – in one of four levels based on their
dressage skills: beginner novice, novice, training and, our new
highest level, preliminary.The event focuses on eventing for non
jumping competitors.

In the dressage phase, the horse and rider was judged by a
USDF licensed judge in dressage tests written for their specific
gaits. Gaited horses had gait specific tests published by the
National Walking Horse Association and trot horses used stan-
dard USDF tests.

The trail obstacle course, judged by an NWHA/FOSH
licensed judge, was designed to increase the difficulty of the
obstacles by competition level and it certainly succeeded.

The cross country course, held on Sunday, proved to be a
challenge to several riders. It was designed to test the trail wor-
thiness of the horse and rider and test the rider’s ability to fol-
low directions and a map. Safety on the course was emphasized.
Eventing judges directed this phase and eventing rules regarding
vet checks were followed.

Dinner Saturday night, was followed by an impromptu cri-
tique by one of the judges on the exciting progress she saw
between the first and second year’s events.This competition is
gratifying for exhibitors. They like getting individualized feed-
back on their dressage and stadium obstacle tests, unlike a show
ring class A question and answer discussion kept the judge and
a lot of the riders, trainers and owners,busy for quite a while dis-

2008 Three Phase Event

cussing what the riders and trainers should be striving to
achieve. Competitors were already looking forward to learning
more in order to improve their skills and scores next year. .

Audience and participant feedback was gratifying. One
competitor said, "A lot of new faces from barns to
individuals...the ambiance was exciting, everybody enjoying,
cheering for each other, helping out and what I really
sensed...LAUGHTER...lots and lots of laughter...at yourselves
and each other...you did not feel bad because you got lost on the
trail course...because there were several who did...one rider
claimed he went to another town and back before he found the
finish line... and we all laughed about it and became running
jokes throughout the event..."

There were winners in each division and a national high
point winner for the beginner novice/novice and training/pre-
liminary categories. Charlie De Atley, on SRF Silver Sundown, a
Rocky Mountain horse, won the beginner Novice/Novice divi-
sion, and Travis Robinson on Little Ann, a Kentucky Mountain
Saddle Horse,won the Training/ Preliminary division.A new per-
petual trophy was introduced which will memorialize these
highpoint winners through the years.A complete list of the win-
ners can be found on the website: www.threephaseevent.com

Plans are already underway for the next year’s Three Phase
Event. Keep checking the website for updates throughout the
year. ■

— Carolyn L. Kenton, President;Three Phase Event, Inc. CLK1KY@AOL.COM
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Comments from May/June Part I quotations:

In the last issue I have tried to present the function of the
horse’s foot, most of the foot’s parts and how these parts
work together to perform their function. I will now pres-
ent information in three areas to help with the health of
the horse and the horse’s hooves.The areas are break-over,
heel-first landings, and one cause of laminitis (founder). In
reference to laminitis it has been said that “90% of domes-
tic horses have mild to severe laminitis”due to the manner
in which we humans house and feed our horses.This con-
dition relates directly to the health of the horse.The horse
will show sign of lameness since both front hooves have
the same pain.Thus the horse just continues doing what is
being asked to do.The following figure is a representation
of break-over:

At this point I would like to quote from Ms. Marjorie
Smith:This is her response to my question on toe length [4
1/2 inches]relative to the health of the horse and break-
over.

"Toe length is a critical dimension for the soundness of
a hoof. In order to be completely sound, the foot must land
heel-first when going on a level surface. Hind feet are
almost always able to land heel-first, due to the zigzag
arrangement of the hind-leg joints. Front feet, due to a dif-

The Horse’s Foot
A Compilation of Information

by Bill Coon

ferent joint arrangement, are only able to land heel-first if
the hoof is trimmed to a natural shape, e.g. the wall is
trimmed to the "live" sole plane, and the toe is beveled or
backed-up so that in a toe with totally straight growth from
the coronet to the ground-- zero forward flare -- the break-
over is in the middle of the "water line" or inner non-pig-
mented layer of wall.”

“Any toe-wall that rests on the ground forward of that
break-over -- a flat-bottomed wall, a toe grown longer than
the sole plane (hooves grow forward), a forward-flared toe
(white line separation), or a foot with shoes that are not
rockered back to the correct break-over point -- puts the
moment of break-over late. Such a foot does not have time
to swing far enough forward to land on the heel. In prac-
tice, a horse that has been shod is likely to have some for-
ward flare, which necessitates beveling or backing-up the
toe to the edge of the sole (which grows forward of its cor-
rect position along with the flared toe), until the toe has
grown straight with a tight white-line connection to the
middle phalanx (coffin bone).”

"The heels can be approximately 1/8 inch longer than
the sole plane (figure 11) to give the digital cushion some
protection in horses with an under-developed digital cush-
ion, which is most domestic horses and especially those
that have been shod more than a few months, and those,
that were stalled as foals. Heels longer than about 1/8 inch
can also change the balance of the foot and prevent heel-
first landing, no matter what the toe angle is. Heels
trimmed to the sole plane (or into the sole) will generally
be sore, as they don't protect an under-developed digital
cushion enough,and the horse will land toe-first to protect
his heels.”

“Everything about the horse's hoof works better when
the foot lands on the ground heel-first. The hoof capsule
flexes in such a way that you get the best shock absorp-
tion, the best circulation, and balanced wear. The digital
cushion is tough and the frog and heels are wide; they are
able to protect the foot from amazing amounts of hard
work.”

PART II

Figure 7 A hoof balanced for heel-first landing.
The distance from the break over line
to the widest part of the hoof is short-
er than the distance from the widest
part to the heel buttresses.

An imbalanced hoof with long heels
(which moves the buttresses forward)
and a flared toe (which moves the
break-over forward). The “widest part"
stays at about the same position.
The distance from the break-over line
to the widest part of the hoof is
longer than the distance from the
widest part to the heel buttress
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The sole plane is defined as that
part of the hoof, viewed from the bot-
tom that protects the third phalanx
and the internal structures from the
ground.The sole is three eights of an
inch thick and should not be
trimmed.

"Hooves that land consistently
toe-first will eventually get an
inflamed impar ligament (holds the
navicular bone in place),due to incor-
rect movement of the pastern bones
when landing on the toe. It is now
believed that impar ligament inflam-
mation comprises much of what we
have called "navicular syndrome".
Further, the heel-first landing pro-
vides the best circulation (needed for
healthy laminae / white line) and re-
shapes contracted heels." (ask Gene
Ovnicek and/or Dr. Robert Bowker if
you need particulars).”

“When a horse lands toe-first, or
flat,over a long period of time, "navic-
ular" pain is likely to develop, and the
oval shape typical of shod hooves is
very slow to re-shape to a round foot.”

“If a front foot is landing toe first
on level ground, look for one or more
of the following -- these are the most
common hoof difficulties.”

“Forward flared toe causes late

break-over, which in turn
gives the front leg too little
time to fully extend forward
for a heel-first landing. Even a
slight flare delays break-over.
Forward flared toe comes
from: the mechanical forces
of horseshoes, which tend to
deform the hoof capsule in a
forward direction, over time.
If your horse's toe-first land-
ing is due to forward flared
toe,you need to "back up" the
toe to the edge of the sole.

Soft, undeveloped digital cushion (a
shock absorbing tissue just above the
frog, which is supposed to be tough
and fibrous), due to horseshoes,
which prevent frog contact with the
ground and the horse did not go
many miles per day as a foal, or cur-
rently does not go many miles per
day, on firm ground, which toughens
the digital cushion. In most domestic
horses, especially those that have
been shod for a long time, the horse
will deliberately land toe-first to
avoid concussion on the soft digital
cushion. The heel
should be left 1/8 to
1/4 inch (2 to 5 mm)
longer than the sole
in the seat of corn
(after any chalky sole
material is scraped
away), to give some
protection to the
digital cushion while
still allowing frog
contact. Generally
the horse will let you
know, by increased
or decreased lame-
ness, whether you
have trimmed the
heel to just the
length he needs.” As
in figure 9:
Figure 9 is a cour-
tesy of Marjorie
Smith

Figure 9 points
out the difference

between the natural foot on the left
and the normal foot on the right.The
right two illustrations point out what
is probably 90% of domestic horses.
The “standing up”, if you will, of the
hoof in normal shoeing increases not
only the possibility of heel pain, but
also the probability of stretching of
the white line or sensitive laminae :
this in some cases called :white line
disease. So, if this form of shoeing
causes the above issues with the foot,
long toes does also, with toe first
landing since the heels of the foot
hurt. The horse does not show any
pain since both feet hurt equally and
have grown accustomed to what is
taking place. If the above conditions
work into full laminitis(founder),
then the horse does show the pain in
the front hooves. Refer figures 10 &
11 on page 12.
The following definitions and expla-
nations are the courtesy and web site
of Marjorie Smith:

“Most of the problems we see in
the hooves of domestic horses are
related to flaring of the hoof wall.

continued page 12

Figure 8

Figure 7A

"Triangle foot" as worn by “wild horses”
— short heels (comfortable) 
— coffin bone is "ground-parallel" (level) 
— pastern is sloped for good shock absorption 

"Box foot" trim used by many farriers 10Btext
— long heels (painful)
— coffin bone is not "ground-parallel" 
— pastern is upright, loss of shock absorption 

Bottom view of a "triangle foot"
— frog and heels are wide
— bulbs are wide apart
— heels meet the corners of the frog 11Atext
— bars are straight, making a strong heel structure

Bottom view of a "box foot"
— frog and heels are contracted
— bulbs and frog are creased together
— heels are forward from the corners of the frog 
— bars are squeezed into a curve

When the foot lands toe-first, the
pastern bones must change from
an upward curve as the toe
lands, to a downward curve when
the foot becomes weight-bearing.

When the foot lands heel-first,
the pastern bones are already in
a downward curve (full extension
of the joints) and the curve
doesn't have to change orienta-
tion when the foot becomes
weight-bearing.
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The North West Pleasure
Tennessee Walking Horse

Association was proud to present our
wonderful breed at the Northwest
Horse Fair and Expo in Albany,
Oregon March 28-30 this year. 

The weather was far from nice.
We had rain, hail, snow, more rain
and every once in a while, a bit of
sunshine.  Even with the unpleasant
weather, we had many people visit
our horses.  We distributed FOSH
and NWPTWHA flyers.  We made
some new friends and members for
our Association. All the people we
talked to were impressed with our
glittering vests and beautiful horses.
Our stalls were decorated in black,
white, silver, and blue.

We took 10 horses and riders this
year, all from our Silver Light Riders
Drill Team. Our riders and horses
were:   Bethany Larson & Gunner,
Gaylene Bartel & Rocky, Ruth Good

& Venus, Kellie Rahm & Radar,
Susan Hamlin & Maya, Denise
Henning & Romeo, Becky Jones &
Marquis, Brenda Morgan & Tosha,
Sabina Clevenger & Princess, Jaime
Rickkard & Baby, and our Captain
Michele McGuire.  We rode our drill
pattern once each day and demon-
strated both the versatility and gaits
of our wonderful Walking Horses.  

Becky Jones was also in the
“Extreme Cowboy Race” which we
were all very excited about as she was
the only gaited horse entered.  We
were also very excited when asked to
carry our American Flag everyday.
Denise and Romeo rode the first day;
Bethany and Gunner the next, and
the final day went to Becky and
Marquis. 

We were also asked by the Fjord
group to play “cowboy polo” with
them in the Friday evening extrava-
ganza which, of course, our team won.  

As proud members of the
NWPTWHA, we promote, and
educate the public on the versatility,
grace, elegance, and style of the
sound Tennessee Walking Horse.
This year was like no other year that
we have attended.  We were able to
take more horses, spend more time
at the booth and hand out more fly-
ers and information on the Walking
Horse. We had our Walker in a
competition that has never seen a
gaited horse before. We took the
trophy in “cowboy polo” and we
cannot wait to see what next year
will bring for us!

NORTHWEST HORSE FAIR AND EXPO
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Noted gaited horse expert, Barbara Weatherwax has been a sound
gaited horse enthusiast since her first gaited horse, a Midnight Sun
daughter, in 1947. She is the author of three books about gaited hors-
es and is working on a new one about the purchase, maintenance and
winterizing of horses. She has been an examiner for several breeds
including the Mountain Horses, Racking horses and Tiger horses. As a
licensed judge for the Missouri Fox Trotter. Barbara judged many all-
breed gaited horse shows, and is constantly keen about promoting the
gaited breeds and educating horse lovers to the joys of sound horses
wherever she goes.

sword” it is a good idea to prac-
tice  a right side mount for that
time when you are on the trail
and have to dismount on the off
side for some emergency. Mid
trauma is not the time for a train-
ing session.

Getting back to mental
intent; it is important that you
are always paying attention
when you are interacting with
your horse. (That refers to both
in the saddle and on the ground.)
It is important to engage your
mind in the activity. This alone
will pull your intention and let
your horse know “you’re up
there.” Variety is not only the
spice of life, it is important to
keeping your horse’s attention
on what it is doing.They turn off
the same way we do  – if we are
bored with habitual circum-
stances. We have many things to
keep our attention varied. Your
horse has only its outings on the
trail to stimulate its imagination.
It doesn’t take much to intro-
duce a bit of change to our ride.
If we have different venues we’re
ahead of the game. If we have to
travel over the same terrain
every time we ride, we will have
to use a bit of imagination.

Vary your speed. Stop and
back up a few steps every once
in a while. Think about your
hands and feet and seat by
checking your equitation.Talk to
your horse.Tell it what you have
planned. Better yet, tell it a story;
maybe a fairy tale or perhaps last
night’s CSI. Change directions on
the trail. Don’t make the same
predictable loop. Keep your rela-
tionship active and alive. Then
enjoy your ride.

Variety is the SpiceGreat Gaits
by 

Barbara Weatherwax

bring their own qualities to the
relationship. It’s a good idea if
the human’s wishes are primary.
It certainly isnít necessary to
treat each ride as a work detail.
All we want to do is maintain
control. A good portion of this
can be accomplished by simple
mental intent. Your safety alone
can benefit from this.It’s a good
idea if you riding buddy or bud-
dies are in on the plan. If one per-
son usually takes the lead –
switch that around and share the
lead. Maintaining the same posi-
tioning in the group can affect
your horse’s attention.

In early training, it’s impor-
tant to train the same task from
both sides of your horse. If you
lead from the left side; also lead
from the right. Mounting is also
“side sensitive.” We traditionally
mount from the left side of the
horse because of the military.
Since most people are right
handed, they would carry their
sword on their left side to facili-
tate pulling it out with their right
hand. Mounting from the right
would be a challenge. If you
doubt that, hang a broom from
your belt on the left side and try
to mount your horse from the
right. Since most of us ride “sans

Any of us who spend a lot
of time in the saddle can
get lazy about our riding

habits. It is so easy to ride on the
same trail, utilize the same gaits
and maintain the same expecta-
tions. But this lack of variation is
a recipe for becoming stale.

Your horse can’t  help but
take over the decision making on
your rides. Itís easy to under-
stand why your horse becomes
numb to any signals. It is so used
to the routine that much of its
training becomes lost.

So how do we remedy this?
Well, we stop taking the same
path, we become more unpre-
dictable in our requests and we
make every attempt to think
about what we are doing.

This may be more difficult
than one might imagine. For
many of us, our riding is our time
to relax; out time to get away
from the stresses in our life. It
feels so good to simply go into a
vegetative state,and let our horse
make the decisions.

Unfortunately, once your
horse takes over, it can be a prob-
lem to regain the reins, so to
speak. The relationship between
horse and owner/rider is like
other interactions. Both parties

Barbara Weatherwax & 
General Jackson

www.BarbaraWeatherwax.com • www.GreatGaits.com
www.TheFabulousFloatingHorses.com • softgaits@wildblue.net
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The first Independent Judges’ Association gaited
horse dressage clinic made waves that will be felt

in the horse community across the continent.
The clinic was generously hosted by FOSH

Patroness Sarah Bushong-Weeks at her fabulous 8th
Heaven Farm in Castle Rock, CO.

Three clinicians donated their extremely valuable
time to instruct at the event.The clinicians were K C
Parkins-Kyle, Castle Rock, Diane Sept-Sutton, PA and
Laurie Wolf, FL. Diane and Laurie also are IJA judges. KC
brought her experience from years of working with
non-gaited dressage. Together, they offered about 85
years of experience with horses.

The May 31-June 2 event attracted five IJA judges,
four entrants for the IJA dressage certification program,
eight full auditors and three part auditors. Participants
came from nine states and one foreign country.

The event began with a day of classroom instruc-
tion on what was expected in dressage in general and
gaited dressage in particular.The newly developed IJA
tests were presented and explained. The tests range
from beginning level where horses are required only to
do various types of walks to higher levels where can-
ters are required.

Day two of the clinic brought 21 tests being ridden
by all different levels and breeds of gaited horses.
Judges in training were assigned to one of the three
instructors for a certain number of tests, then rotated
onto the next instructor.

“It’s amazing how closely all the judges scored the
tests and how similar the scoring was to non-gaited
dressage,”said Christy Taylor,Pocatello, Idaho.She owns
C&M Farms, teaches numerous dressage classes and
competes in non-gaited tests all around the west.“I was
so impressed with the knowledge of the instructors. I’d
like to hire them to judge my shows.”

Christy has incorporated the IJA dressage tests into
her instruction for her gaited students and will offer
the tests at her annual show.

The participating horses and riders were treated to

an equine body work session by Diane Sept-Sutton
and assisted by Laurie Wolf. Owners were taught how
to make their horses feel better through massage and
other physical means.

KC was impressed by all the FOSH members. She
was introduced to gaited horses by working for Sarah
at 8th Heaven.

“What a relief to meet people who truly have the
horses’ best interest in mind among the gaited horse
community,” she said. “Dressage is about really good
riding for the human and the solid development of the
horse.There is no limit to its application.”

The third day of the clinic was spent evaluating
the tests and how they should be executed in the ring.

“The clinic was a positive, educational and pro-
gressive experience,” Diane Sept-Sutton said. “There
were lovely horses presented for the show.As for the
people and horses who participated in the clinic, the
notable changes in both horse and rider were nothing
less than exciting and positive.”

She praised the people who did so much planning
to create a positive gaited dressage experience.

“The official IJA manual for gaited dressage has
been developed and is a work in progress,” said
Dianne Little, IJA Director of Judging.“The enthusiasm
and hard work by the clinicians in putting together
the manual was awe-inspiring. Having them all come
together with the dedicated clinic participants was
wonderful.This is just the very beginning.The impact
and enhancement of horsemanship through dressage
has just begun to be felt in
the gaited community.
There is no end to where
this can go.”

First Gaited Dressage
Clinic a Success with
Clinicians and
Participants Alike

Photo Right:
Diane Sept on Izzy;
owners Gary & Linda Bean

Top Photo:
Dressage Clinic Attendees
and Clinicians
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The Horse’s Foot
continued from pg 7

Transition pain is due to flaring
which allows the coffin bone to settle
down and bruise the sole corium;
Founder is essentially a big flare;
Contracted heels are due to a for-
ward-flared toe; Navicular pain is
related to a forward-flared toe causing
the foot to land toe-first.”
“Except for laminitis, where inflam-
mation of the laminae allows the
white line to stretch or separate,
flares are the result of incorrect
mechanical forces which pry the wall
away from the coffin bone.”
“What is a flare?”
“A flare is separation of the hoof wall,
away from the coffin bone. Often the
wall curves outwards at the bottom
like the bell of a trumpet.You can feel
even the slightest flare with your
hand, and you can generally see a
flare by looking at the hoof wall with
your eye or camera at ground level,
and moving around the foot to see all
parts of the wall.”

“A flare due to laminitis or long-
term mechanical stress (shoes or a
pulled-forward toe) often is straight in
outline, and may be difficult to recog-
nize. The angle of the wall changes
abruptly, high up -- sometimes so
close to the coronet that you can't see
where it changes.”

“Flare tells us that white line
stretching or separation has occurred
and the hoof wall is not attached to
the coffin bone in that area. Flare and
white line separation are the same
thing.When you look at the sole of a
flared foot, the white line beside the
flare is dirty (stretched) or makes a
small groove (separated) between the
wall and the sole.To say it the other
way around, you will find a flare
where the white line is dirty or
grooved.”

“When the white line has pulled
apart -- like pulling the two sides of

Velcro (hook and loop fastener) apart
-- the two sides cannot re-attach to
each other. A new connection must
grow down from the coronet (hair-

line) -- just as, if you tear part of your
fingernail, you have to wait for the
fingernail to grow out from the
quick.”

“Most flares occur at the bottom
of the wall, where ground contact
mechanically starts to pry the wall
away from the bone. Occasionally a
hind foot that is overgrown in the toe
but short in the heel, will form a
bulge ("bull-nose") halfway up the
toe wall.The white line at the bulge is
stretched because the unusual
mechanical forces in this shape of a
hoof pull the wall away from the
bone.”

“A founder is a flare so severe
that the coffin bone falls away
(rotates at the P2-P3 joint) down-
wards at the toe. Founder can result
either from inflammation of the lami-
nae (laminitis) or from mechanical
forces in an overgrown or badly
trimmed foot.”

“Flares are painful.The hoof wall
is fingernail, and is attached to the
bone by the same strong-but-tender
material that holds fingernails on --
you can see the stripes of your own
laminae through your fingernails.

Flaring feels something like having
your fingernail pulled off. Laminitis
(inflammation of the white line) is so
painful the horse will stand in the

"founder stance
{forelegs out in front of
the shoulder and mov-
ing weight to the hind
quarters}.” Even a
mechanical flare is
painful enough to
make the horse notice-
ably unsound — some-
times people think
their horse is "being

lazy" but the horse peps up again
when you get the white line tight-
ened up.”
“Wild horses don't often have
flares. A horse living in "horse
country" going 20 miles (30 km)
daily on rough, dry ground wears
its feet to an efficient "mustang
roll" or rounded bevel that cannot

flare. In unusual conditions -- a rainy
season with lush grass -- wild hooves
do get overgrown and begin to flare.
The flared wall chips, cracks, and
breaks away, giving the horse a rough-
looking but workable hoof until dry
conditions return.”

”Flares in domestic horses”
“Flares are common in domestic hors-
es. Mechanical flares happen when a
hoof is overgrown or imbalanced. If
the horse lives in a wet climate, the
softened hoof flares more easily than
a dry-climate hoof. In addition, we see
laminitic flares in these same wet
areas, because the grass is lush and
full of sugars, and many horses sooner
or later become insulin-resistant. (See
www.safergrass.org. Pasture grasses
have been bred for high sugar con-
tent to raise milk production in dairy
cattle.Excellent recommendations for
care of the insulin-resistant horse.)”

“Hooves that live on wet, poorly
drained ground, or during a wet sea-
son, need much more frequent care
than hooves on dry terrain. Here in
the Northeast USA, it is a constant
struggle to keep hooves from flaring
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and horses from going unsound. We
have to trim every 2 to 3 weeks -- 10
days during the spring -- and renew
the mustang roll between trims. Just
a few days' overgrowth allows a new
flare to form which can make the
horse unsound for weeks.The combi-
nation of "horse-unfriendly" climate,
together with the lack of movement
in domestic horses' lives, makes hoof
care a major part of the horse's
upkeep in this climate. We are start-
ing to recommend walking the horse
up to half an hour daily on pavement,
to give better concussion. This
strengthens the white line by
increasing circulation in the hoof.”

In Conclusion: The reasons for
all the material presented here is to
show that excessive toe length can
cause a great deal of grief for the
horse. To quote from Dr. Bowker -
“Short toes are the best thing you can
do to a foot!”“His simple recommen-
dations, which he calls the
Physiological Trim, are short toes,
short heels, and trimming for the 1/3-
2/3 balance of the foot: 1/3 of the
foot in front of the apex of the frog,
and 2/3 behind it.” Flares are preva-
lent in domestic horses and these
flares cause the horse stress.As long
as we humans nail steel shoes on
horses we will continue to see the
above issues with horses. In my expe-
rience with steel shoes nailed to the
foot, the foot gets oblong in shape
rather than round. If one was to look
at the natural foot of a feral horse –
the foot is round, not oblong. The
oblong shape is due to the steel shoe
– the toe tends to extend to form this
oblong shape and from this shape
flares start to occur, along with con-
tracted heels, thus causing heel pain
and since we humans put the steel
shoes on our horses from a very early
age, the frog, digital cushion and the
lateral cartilages never hit the
ground.Therefore are never stimulat-
ed, so these structures remain soft
and lack the fibro-cartilage strength
of a natural hoof.

I don’t expect any one to stop
shoeing their horses.The purpose of
the paper is to show another per-
spective of ‘The Horse’s Foot’. This
research is the basis for the IJA rule
change – the rule change is not to
put anyone or horses at a deficit in
showing horses, but to put forth an
effort to get the horse to a more nat-
ural and healthy foot.This paper will
be followed up with a few more,
hopefully not this lengthy, papers on
the horse’s foot. Yes, I will go into
shoeless or barefoot in these later
papers. I would not expect any one
to follow suit unless the perspective
human does an extraordinary
amount of reading of the web sites
that follow in this paper.

OK, I’ve said quite a bit about the
internal and external structures of
the foot. What do these folks that I
have quoted think a healthy and nat-
ural horse hoof should look like? The
following figure is the bottom view
of a healthy foot.
Figure 12 is the courtesy of Marjorie
Smith

“Domestic hooves will not be as
short as {this example}. Most of our
horses don't travel enough daily
miles on hard ground, to have a total-
ly healthy, tight white line.The white
line is weakened and stretchy, there-
fore the coffin bone (which "hangs
underneath" the sloped hoof wall)
has a lower position inside the hoof
capsule. In domestic horses we can
expect toe lengths of about 3 1/4 to
3 3/4 inches (8 to 9.5 cm) measured
from the hairline to the ground.”The
above (figure 12) the hoof length is
3”.

“If you try to trim a domestic
hoof as short as this, you will have to
thin the sole to do it, and this will
make your horse very sore.”

I will go into the domestic trim
to achieve the above foot (figure 12)
in later papers.And yes, this is a bare-
foot horse that has been barefoot
quite a while. Again, the average
domestic horse that has been shod
its entire life will have more of an
oblong shape to the hoof and the
frog will not look like the frog in fig-
ure 12. The frog of the domestic
horse will look narrower and not as
healthy.

I will also go into the healthy
foot as seen in figure 12 and the
effect on gait in later papers.

With all the above:This is the rea-
son for the four and one half inch
rule change.The health of the horse
is the primary objective.
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NEWS AND NOTESNEWS AND NOTES
Look for TWH Coverage in
August Horse Illustrated!

The August issue of Horse Illustrated features
Tennessee Walking Horses as its breed of the month.
The focus differs slightly as it is about the versatile
Tennessee Walking Horse. Several FOSH farms and
trainers joined together to purchase a full one-page
color ad with beautiful photos of natural TWHs.
What is exciting about the ad is that the advertised
farms are from East to West and from North to
South.  FOSH truly has a national membership base
of individuals that support sound, naturally gaited
Walking Horses. You may also want to look for an
EquiTheater featured article at the Horse Illustrated
website. Even if you do not subscribe to Horse
Illustrated, you may want to keep your eyes peeled
for this issue at the newsstand.

Proposed IJA Rulebook Changes

Each November at the FOSH Board of Directors’
meeting, the Board considers and votes upon pro-
posed rule changes to the IJA Rulebook. If you
would like to request any IJA Rule Book changes,
now is the time to submit to your proposal. The
form for submitting proposed rule changes is in the
IJA Rule Book on page 104 and can be downloaded
from the FOSH website. The Rulebook is located at
the “Shows and Events” tab, IJA Rules and Judges
option. The mailing address and instructions for
submission are on page 103 of the Rulebook. We
ask that your request be postmarked no later than
October 15 to allow sufficient time for the Board to
consider and research the request before its annual
meeting.  If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact the Director of Judges, Dianne
Little, at ddlittle@telusplanet.net

FOSH Sponsored Trail
Competition to be Held in Idaho
Friends Of Sound Horses will be one of the co-sponsors
for the 4th annual Idaho State University Ridge Riders’
Rendezvous Sept. 20, at the East Fork of Mink Creek
near Pocatello, Idaho.

The 10 mile ride will have 10 judged obstacles along
the well-marked trail. Each horse and rider team will be
scored from one to 10 points for how well they complete
an obstacle.

Several thousand dollars worth of prizes have been
donated to be awarded to participants. Lori Northrup,
FOSH president, has donated a Parelli halter and lead
rope to the FOSH member that earns the highest score.

The cost of the ride is $25. There also will be a
Dutch oven meal after the ride for a small fee.

The competition is a fundraiser for Idaho State
University’s Riding Instruction Development and
Education (RIDE) program. This offers adaptive riding
for physically challenged people, riding classes for college
credit through the university and lessons for beginning
riders in the community.

The event is open to all breeds of horses and all ages
and levels of riders. Registration for the ride will begin at
8:30 a.m. The ride will start at 10 a.m.

The event is organized by Jolynn Angle, ISU.
Further information is available by contacting her at 208-
604-2302.

Innovative Trophy Award for
Idaho Show!
The Friends of Sound Horses, FOSH, members will have
an extra opportunity to be recognized at the EIGHA
annual show at the Eastern Idaho Sate Fair.

This year’s judge, Susan Moses, Utah, is an
Independent Judge’s Association member and qualified
to judge pointed FOSH shows. Dianne Little, IJA
Director of Judging, has donated a beautiful trophy that
Susan will award to the FOSH member horse and rider
teams that best exemplifies partnership and communica-
tion throughout the show.

FOSH members will wear arm bands to identify
them as eligible to compete for the trophy.

The horse and rider selected as Judge’s Choice will
have their picture and a short story in the following edi-
tion of the Sound Advocate, the FOSH bi-monthly mag-
azine.
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The Southwind Rider’s Retreat was a FOSH sanctioned
event that promoted the use of sound rescue horses.
Debbe Woodbury, a Park City, Utah, jewelry designer,

has run her own horse rescue program for several years. She
was inspired by several books on using horses for therapy
and decided to bring horses and people together for three
days at the rustic Moon Lake Lodge in the High Uinta
Mountains of Southern Utah.

“The first retreat was an experiment to see how every-
thing would flow and go,” Woodbury said. “We brought
together people with a variety of skills and specialties.They
readily shared their gifts with all the people there.The hors-
es, as always, were wonderful.”

Three of her rescues, Beautiful Jack, Orion and
Winchester,quietly offered rides to inexperienced beginners.
She gives what she calls gentle riding lessons that may
involve no more than a person being led around until they
get the confidence to guide their own horse. Riders could
choose from dense pine forest, mountain trails and sandy
beaches.

Barbara Clendennen, Park City,Utah, also brought some
rescue horses and guided rides.

Karen Duker, Silver Creek, Utah, has studied T-Touch with
Linda Tellington Jones. She offered instruction for interested
participants.Andrea Arel, Park City, Utah, a professional mas-
sage therapist, brought a portable table and treated everyone
to a free massage.

Julie Morgan, Park City, led morning and evening medita-
tions.

Some FOSH members, like Linda Bean, Salt Lake City,
Utah, and Kathie Lambson, Mackay, Idaho, brought their own
horses.“Galloping on that beautiful beach was a moment I’ll
never forget,” Kathie said. “The wonderful riding with our
horses is what I’ll treasure most.”

Debbe and her husband, Jordan, cooked three gourmet
meals every day. Guests dined under an easy up canopy or
around the fire.

“We asked everyone to make suggestions to improve the
next retreat,” Debbe said. “We all had a great time with this
one, learned a lot and will make the next one even better.
We’re grateful FOSH could be involved and we support what
it is doing to help horses”

Southwind Rider’s Retreat

Paula Davis, Julie Morgan, Debbe Woodbury and Barbara
Clendennen, event organizers.
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The inaugural Sound Horse Conference attracted
more than 100 representatives of various interests
in the equine world.

The conference was held April 11-12 at the Ohio
State University College of Veterinary Medicine. It was
organized by Friends of Sound Horses (FOSH,) and co-
sponsored by FOSH, The American Horse Protection
Association, The Humane Society of the United States,
The American Assn. of Equine Practitioners and the
Tennessee Walking Horse Breeders and Exhibitors Assn.

The program addressed the Horse Protection Act
enforcement, or lack there of, new technology to identi-
fy soring, pressure shoeing and road foundering and how
to prevent or eliminate soring from all breeds of horses.

A panel called “Prevent Soring Within Your Breed”
specifically addressed soring with gaited mountain horses.

Sandy McCart, Harrodsburg, Ky., became involved
with Rocky Mountain horses when she went to work as a
trainer for Rea Swan, first RMHA president. She went on
to her own training operation and served first on the
RMHA show committee and then on the board as
Director of Judging. 

“People said ‘this is not a show horse,’ in the begin-
ning, so they didn’t think strict showing rules were nec-
essary,” McCart said. “Then, some barns adept at show-
ing came and started winning with horses that were
doing just a little more. By the time the RMHA decided
to become more strict about enforcing traditional stan-
dards, it was much more difficult to go back to the orig-
inal horse.”

Thereafter McCart worked for the Kentucky
Mountain Saddle Horse Association and produced both
the UMH and KMSHA magazines for five years. When
those two organizations split, McCart continued as edi-
tor of the KMSHA magazine and became show director
and manager for the association until her resignation in
2007.

“In every association, I see the judges picking the
horses that are stepping higher and doing more,” she
said. “I showed the UMH and KMSHA high point trail
pleasure horse in 2001. I feel that horse would not be
competitive in the same division now.”

The tendency of judges to reward more animated
horses results in “bracket creep,” said Dianne Little,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Director of the Independent
Judges Association. She said this is something seen in

Prevent Soring Within Your Breed
Panel Discussion from Sound Horse Conference

most breeds. The placing of higher stepping horses
inevitably leads to soring to get more action to remain
competitive.

Forcing the horse to go in an unnatural way is not
only painful for the animal, but results in long-term phys-
ical problems long after they have left or become
unsound for the show ring.

“We have to focus on the welfare of the horse so that
they are happy, healthy and sound,” Little said. “I’ll be
the happiest person in the world when education deals
with the entire horse, not just the feet and legs.”

Denny Hales, vice president of the Ohio Quarter
Horse Assn., said his breed association has taken serious
steps to stop abuse in their show circuit. “Our problems
are heads and tails,” Hales said. 

He said mind-altering drugs were used and horses
were forced to go with an unnaturally low neck carriage.
Tails were deadened because points were taken off for a
horse that swished its tail in the ring. 

The AQHA implemented mandatory random drug
testing and paid for it by increasing show fees slightly. It
also put stringent penalties in place for violators. They are
warned once and given life-time suspension the next
time. Violators’ names are published and they are not
allowed on show grounds.

“You might say we slap their wrist the first time and
cut off their hand the second,” he said. “We saw the
USDA mandating requirements for the walking horse
industry and we wanted to solve our problems on our
own. We’ve come up with our own machine to test for
tails being altered.”

All the panelists said forcing judges to select winners
by breed standards, not personal preference, was the key
to eliminating soring, “fixing” and bracket creep in the
show ring.

It becomes the responsibility of the governing body
of each association to assure that judges select appropri-
ately. Judges who don’t select by appropriate breed stan-
dards should no longer be hired, they said.

“We don’t have all the answers,” Hales said. “But, we
are doing all we can to sincerely address the situation.”

Little agreed that soring could be eliminated by vig-
ilant breed associations. “The tools are there to prevent
soring and uphold breed standards,” Little said. “But
first, ya gotta wanna.”

In depth information from the entire conference is
available at www.soundhorseconference.com.
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Sean Whalen holds the reins of his Rocky Mountain Horse during
judging Saturday at the inaugural Morgan Riggs Rocky
Mountain Horse Show at the 4-H fairgrounds. Whalen’s horse won
its category, Junior Confirmation. The show was in honor of Riggs,
who was well-known in the RMH world.

Paulette Klein, the organizer of the Morgan Riggs Memorial
Rocky Mountain Horse Show, Saturday at the 4-H fairgrounds,
said she was pleased with the day’s events. Despite having to
move from the main arena, due to wet conditions, the show ran
smoothly.“Even though that was the case, people still stayed and
had a nice day,”she said.“It turned out very good for the very first
day. I appreciate all the horsemen coming out and all the towns-
people coming out to support it.”

The show ran until around 7 p.m. Saturday and featured 35
classes for Rocky Mountain Horses. Klein organized it in memo-
ry of Riggs, who died a year ago. He was her mentor in showing
the relatively new breed of horse.

There were many volunteers, including several young peo-
ple, who Klein said were instrumental in making things run
smoothly. “I couldn’t have done it without them,”she said. “The
kids that volunteered... really did a fabulous job.”

The Kentucky Equine Education Program sponsored rib-
bons and awards and Friends of Sound Horses (FOSH) checked
all the animals to make sure they were fit for entry.The DQPs did
a great job checking the horses.FOSH DQP Walter Moyer trained
three DQP apprentices, Foster Bartlett, Paris, KY, David Klein,
Cynthiana,Kentucky. They were courteous and respectful of the
exhibitors and handled the horses with TLC.Thanks to the mis-
sion of FOSH our horses will be sound, naturally gaited horses.

“That’s what Morgan really promoted, was the preservation
of the breed, the soundness and the natural gait of the horse,”
Klein said. “In addition to the DQP, we used FOSH’s list of
Independent Judges to select a judge for the show. Ottis Jean
Lane of Wellington, KY, did a very thorough job during the 8
hours of classes and we appreciate her ability to “keep at it” in
the intense heat of the day. During this show, we also used the
Horse Show Time software program. Our show secretary, Ruth
Purcell, practiced the program during the month of March.The
initial stages of class entry were a bit touchy, but she was soon
up to speed and the show software proved to be an excellent
asset.The Morgan Riggs Rocky Mountain Horse Show is the first
in the RMH Association to use FOSH DQPs, the IJA and the Show
Time Software Program. And I’m proud to be the first Show
Manager to bring them into the association. My hat’s off to
FOSH!!!”

First Morgan Riggs Memorial Horse
Show gets Spirited Support



BATES GAITED HORSES
Rocky & Nya Bates • Melba, ID. 83641
Phone: 208-495-1606
Website: www.batesgaitedhorses.com

Training of all fine gaited flat shod horses to include TWH, SSH,
KMH, RMH, RH.& MFT using basic Saddleseat and Dressage for
trail, plantation pleasure and field trial. Lessons Available; Nya
Bates, trainer

Standing natural barefoot TWH stallions Go Boy's Windwalker
(TWH Heritage Society Certified) and Cruise With the Limo at stud.

Sales of well gaited, sensible, quiet and willing mounts.

QUILTED MEADOWS
Bill & Vicki Chatten
PO Box 41, Schoolhouse Lane • Tuckahoe, NJ 08250
Phone: 609-628-2075
Email: vchatten@snip.net

BAREFOOT WALKING HORSES for trail show or just pure pleasure!

Martha Chatten, riding instructor for gaited and non-gaited breeds.
IJA judge. 609-743-1094

WYANT’S WINTER SPRINGS
Laura Wyant ~ Lifetime FOSH Member
Cheshire, Oregon (near Eugene)
Phone & Fax: 541-998-2803
Email: LauraWyant@aol.com
Website: www.WyantsWinterSprings.com 

Standing at stud 2009 to limited approved mares: JUST MY SIZE,
reg. SSHBEA (SMHA # pending). Bred to be pony sized, expected
to mature @ 13 hands.

Occasionally have foals/horses for sale

THE ETERNAL FLAME
TWH Stallion • Winner of 2007 NAC Western Pleasure Grand
Champion; Shown barefoot. Excells in dressage and trail obstacle.
Athletic, willing dispositions. Proven sire. Shipped semen available.
$500 stud fee-plus shipping.
Standing at Walking The Dog Ranch
Owners: Bucky and Nancy Sparks
18173 C.R. 22 • Cortez, Co. 81321
Email: walknthedogranch@aol.com
Phone: 970-882-4520
Website: www.blessyourhorse.com

FOSH Farms
Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion? Check out these fine farms...

Training Services

Breeding Services

For Sale
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SEND YOUR VIDEO 
FOR A FREE EVALUATION
of your EquiTheater routine. EquiTheater Clinics or Instruction avail-
able. For mor information, email: EquiTheater@aol.com

*Advertise your training or breeding service in FOSH Farms for
only $50 per year! All listings are also posted on the FOSH
website FREE!!

* FOSH is unable to verify that each advertiser is a sound horse resource, whether farm, breeder or trainer.

SOUND ADVOCATE DEADL INES
(articles, photos, ads, and calendar items)

Sept/Oct Issue
August 15, 2008

Nov/Dec Issue
October 15, 2008

See inside front cover for advertising information and rates

Our Thanks!

Our appreciation to Action Shots
Photography for supplying the 2008

NAC photos used in this issue of
SoundAdvocate. 

To order your photos, visit
www.csyoung.smugmug.com

or contact: Danny Young
Email:

actionshotsphotography@yahoo.com
Phone: 540-383-7268 or 540-574-3207
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FOSH Regional Championship to
be Offered in MidWest!

For those of you who may be itching to show in
October,GaitWay Horse Association (GWHA) is hosting
the FOSH Region II Championships on October 11 and

12 in Columbia, Missouri at the Boone County Fairgrounds.
This is a new location for GWHA and there are high hopes
this turns into a great venue for future shows as the cost is
reasonable. How reasonable you ask?   $30 stall fees for the
weekend with $20 for a tack stall while RV hookups are $10
a day. For those of you unfamiliar with Missouri, Columbia is
midway between St. Louis and Kansas City with Columbia
about 2 to 2  1/2 hours west of St. Louis.

What can you expect?  Forty-nine classes for Tennessee
Walking Horses, Spotted Saddle Horses and Open Gaited
Breeds with qualifying and Versatility classes on Saturday
(including EquiTheater with paybacks) and additional
Versatility classes (including dressage) and Championships
on Sunday. Some interesting and fun classes are offered that
are not usually available; i.e., Freestyle Reining, OGB Speed
Racking and TWH Ranch Horse, so please take a look at the
showbill at www.gwha.org, Showbill Menu, “Fall Gaited

Calling all FOSH Members Who
Want to be More Involved!

FOSH is interested in hearing from members who would
like to add some volunteer hours to their life by applying

for a one-year term position on the Executive Advisory
Committee (EAC). EAC members who enjoy their time on
the Committee and want to dedicate more time are eligible
for a position on the FOSH Board of Directors. Good EAC
candidates should be interested in assisting with one or more
of the following: recordkeeping and administration activi-
ties, writing, public relations, marketing and promotion and
most importantly, fund raising. Skills that could assist include
graphic design and layout, media and audiovisual, technology
and website development, editing and proofing. Candidates
must also have frequent access to email as the Board and EAC
communicate extensively throughout the year via email in
addition to about half a dozen teleconferences a year.

FOSH members, and the Board and EAC develop many
wonderful ideas each year; however, insufficient people
power means that most ideas are not developed nor promot-
ed. If you are interested in seeing FOSH grow and have con-
sidered devoting more time to stop the abuse of soring, we
hope you submit your name for a position on the EAC. Please
send your background information or a resume and your
name to Teresa Bippen, tbippen1957@yahoo.com,with a sub-
ject line of “FOSH EAC Position” no later than October 1. Or,
if you want to discuss your interest and qualifications in more
detail,please send an email to Teresa and she will contact you
to provide more in-depth information.

Show” tab. Who knows, maybe you will be tempted to try
something new with your trusty steed?

One class that is expected to attract some competitive
souls is the “Heritage TWH”class which is designed to reward
the truly natural Tennessee Walking Horse in all aspects—the
horse that gaits with natural angles and without long toes or
the addition of weight. This is the horse that exemplifies the
historical background of the breed and horses will be evalu-
ated on quality of gait, pleasure horse qualities, stamina and
ground covering ability regardless of style, frame or anima-
tion. Shoeing is limited to keg shoes without trailers or caulks
and barefoot horses. The Heritage class is fairly new to the IJA
Rulebook, and the Regional Championship may be the first
show where this class has ever been offered.

The Regional Championship show is a FOSH AA+ rated
show and double points are  earned for FOSH high point
chasers. For those of you that covet points from the Pony
Express Horse Show Commission or Missouri Horse Show
Association, the show is also pointed with those two organi-
zations. IJA Judge Gail Stevens will be judging.

As Autumn approaches along with cooler weather (and
with a bit of luck, lower fuel prices), we hope you head to
Missouri, either as an exhibitor or spectator, to catch up with
friends, acquaintances and some good times to make this
regional championship one of the best and biggest ever!

Annual IJA Clinic—First Time
Ever in Europe

As reported previously, history will be made when Dianne
Little, FOSH Director of Judging, presents an IJA judging

clinic in South Germany, prior to the European Championships.
Little will present a two-day judging clinic July 30-31 prior

to the European Championships in Kreuth on August 1-3.
Attendance is limited to ten people.

The European Championship will feature Tennessee
Walkers, Peruvian Pasos and Paso Finos. The show is the result
of a combined effort between the European Breed Associations.
Mary Donald, Rupert, Idaho, is the IJA judge selected to officiate
over the Peruvian Pasos at this show. As we go to press, IJA
Judge Bill Coon is attending in addition to Little and Donald.

An interesting highlight of the clinic is a dinner buffet in
the dirt combined with fun classes. According to Little’s under-
standing, the buffet is in the arena with horses moving around
the tables. This is a new experience for Dianne. Who knows?
This may result in fun some ideas for FOSH shows and events.

The request for a sound horse clinic came after many
European walking horse owners became disillusioned with
unnatural and sored horses. They formed The Natural Walking
Horse to protect their horses and honor a natural way of going.

“I felt the promotional value of FOSH/IJA representing the
sound horse in Europe was huge,” Little said. “Being the first
organization asked to provide a gaited horse judging clinic in
Europe would outweigh any adverse effects of the lack of a
judging clinic in Florida this year.”

The Sound Advocate will provide all the details of the
European IJA Clinic in its next issue.



IJA Judge: Diane Sept Sutton
Contact: Keith Dane • 410-795-6144 • djuj@aol.com

6th Annual All Gaited Jr. Benefit Horse Show
August 9 & 10, 2008
Location: Solano County Fairgrounds, Vallejo, CA  94589
IJA Judge: Debbie Rash
Contact: Nola Giddings 510-758-7786 Email: jrbenefithorseshow@yahoo.com

Ohio Championship RMH  (Affiliated)
August 9, 2008
Location: Springfield, OH • Classes for: RMH
Contact: Ruth Purcell • Telephone: 812-637-3606 • purcellhorses@fuse.net

Tri-State Chris Kilburn Memorial
Championship RMH  (Affiliated)
August 10, 2008
Location: Springfield, OH • Classes for: RMH
Contact: Ruth Purcell • Telephone: 812-637-3606 • purcellhorses@fuse.net

FOSH Fox Trotter Show (Affiliated &
Sanctioned)
August 22, 2008
Location: Mansfield, MO • Classes for: MFT
Contact: Patsy Climer • Email: p.k.climer1@juno.com

Oregon State Fair (Sanctioned)
August 23 & 24, 2008
Location: Salem, OR
IJA Judge: Bobby Clark-Rapp
Contact: Nancy Erketich, 503-947-3247 • Website: www.oregonstatefair.org

Indiana Championship (Affiliated)
August 23, 2008
Location: Hoosier Horse Park, Franklin, IN 46131
Judge: Travis Smith
Contact: Ruth Purcel, 812-637-3606 • purcelhorses@fuse.net

Tri-State Championship RMH  (Affiliated)
August 24, 2008
Location: Franklin, IN  46131 • Classes for: RMH
Contact: Ruth Purcell, 812-637-3606 • purcellhorses@fuse.net

FOSH/MWHA Sponsored Trail Trial for
Gaited Horses
August 30, 2008
Location: Hobby Horse Farm, Carlton, MN  55718
Contact: sallyfrones@yahoo.com • Website: www.mnwh.com

July
KY Heritage & KY State Championship
(Affiliated)
July 11 & 12, 2008
Location: Bowling Green, KY • Classes for: RMH
Contact: Tabitha Locher • 270-392-1031 • Email: tdlocher@yahoo.com

United Pleasure Walking Horse Association
Charity Horse Show (Sanctioned)
July 18, 2008
Location: Frick Park Arena, Oak Grove, MO
Hosted by: United Pleasure Walking Horse Association
IJA Judge: Sally Frones
Contact: Joyce Guillemot, 816-690-4515 • jjguillemot@yahoo.com
Website: www.upwha.com

KMSHA KY State Championship (Affiliated)
July 18 & 19, 2008
Location: Lawrenceburg, KY
Contact: Chastity Atkins, 606-255-0197 • Email: chastitya@alltel.net

Evergreen Gaited Classic
July 19 & 20, 2008
Location: Puyallup, WA • Classes for: OGB
Contact: Emmy Capizzi 360-876-5291 • email: jeremmyfarm@msn.com

Annual IJA Judge’s Training Clinic
July 30 & 31, 2008
Location: Kreuth, Germany
Contact: Dianne Little • Email: ddlittle@telusplanet.net

August
European Championships
August 1 & 2, 2008
Location: Kreuth, Germany • Classes for: TWHs, Peruvian Pasos & Paso Finos
IJA Judge: Mary McDonald

GWHA Lincoln County Fairgrounds Show
Series  (Sanctioned “C” Show)
August 2, 2008
Location: 6:00 p.m., Lincoln County Fairgrounds, Troy, MO
Hosted by: Gaitway Walking Horse Association
Judge: Vicci Eaton • Classes for: Gaited and Stock Horse Breeds
Contact: Sally Naumann • 636-528-6059 • justwhoa@centurytel.net
Website: www.gwha.org

The Gaited Classic at Howard County Fair
August 4, 2008
Location: Rt. 144, West Friendship, MD  21784
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2008 FOSH Sanctioned/Affiliated* Shows & Events
“Sanctioned” A show which uses the FOSH guiding principles regarding humane exhibiting of gaited horses. Show will be designated as an A, AA, AA+ or AAA. “Affiliated” A show or
event which uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Show will state “Affiliated.” Listing includes equine expos and events where FOSH and sound horse supporters will be distributing sound
horse literature. *The shows and events marked by * have been reported to FOSH to be sound and to embrace the FOSH Principles of Sound Horsemanship. Many of the shows listed
below use a FOSH IJA judge and/or the FOSH IJA Rulebook, yet the show has not applied for FOSH sanctioning nor applied to use a FOSH DQP. Some shows may use rules more restric-
tive than FOSH.



FOSH Membership Application and Order FormFOSH Membership Application and Order Form
(All annual memberships include bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate and an Educational Packet)

(check one)

FOSH Individual Membership  ❑ $ 30 Organization Membership (For your Gaited Horse Club or Association) ❑ $50 
(Please Print Neatly)
Name:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _City:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State:  _ _ _ _Zip Code:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Phone:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _E-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Breed(s) of Horse(s):  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Additional Donations: ❑ $20 ❑ $30 ❑ $40 ❑ $50 ❑ Patron $100 ❑ Benefactor $300 ❑ Life $500

Patrons, Benefactors, and Life members receive a one year subscription to The Gaited Horse magazine.

Available Merchandise

FOSH Standards Video
—America’s Walking Horse, Poetry in Motion—

First tape/DVD for FOSH members:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _$10 ea

Additional tapes/DVDs:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$20 ea

FOSH Full-color poster  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$10 ea

2008 Independent Judges Assoc. Rulebook  _ _ _ _$10 ea

*All prices include shipping*

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card
(please make checks payable to FOSH in US funds)

Card #___________________________________________

Expiration date___________________

Credit Card authorized signature

________________________________________________

Send your payment to: FOSH 6614 #105; St. Louis, MO 63117
FOSH is a charitable, not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization SA V8 I 2008
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2008 Events (continued)

September
Eastern Idaho Gaited Horse Assoc.
Championship Show
September 1, 2008
Location: Eastern Idaho State Fairgrounds, Blackfoot, ID  83221
Judge: Susan Moses
Contact: Jane Howlett, 208-235-1879 • Email: jhowlett@ida.net

*GWHA Lincoln Co Fairgrounds Show Series
September 6, 2008
Location: 6:00 p.m., Lincoln County Fairgrounds, Troy, MO
Hosted by: Gaitway Walking Horse Association
Classes for: Gaited and Stock Horse Breeds
Contact: Sally Naumann, 636-528-6059 • justwhoa@centurytel.net
Website: www.gwha.org

C&M Farm Cool Down Dressage Show
September 13 & 14, 2008
Location: C&M Farm, Pocatello, ID
Contact: Christy Taylor, 208-637-2855

RMHA International (Affiliated)
September 16-20, 2008
Location: Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington, KY
Hosted by: Rocky Mountain Horse Association • Classes for: RMH

Ridge Riders’ Rendezvous
September 20, 2008
Ten Mile Judged Trail Ride
Location: Idaho
Contact: Jolynn Angle, 208-604-2302

*GWHA Lincoln County Fairgrounds Show
Series
September 20, 2008
Location: 6:00 p.m., Lincoln County Fairgrounds, Troy, MO
Hosted by: Gaitway Walking Horse Association, Proceeds donated to
Longmeadow Rescue Ranch
Classes for: Gaited and Stock Horse Breeds
Contact: Sally Naumann, 636-528-6059, justwhoa@centurytel.net
Website: www.gwha.org

B.L.E.S.S. Your Walking Horse Clinic 
(Auditors Welcome)
September 27 & 28, 2008
Clinicians: Bucky and Nancy Sparks
Location: Williams Lake B.C. Canada
Contact: Donna Marie Cyr 250-392-5531

October
NPWHA Futurity  (Affiliated)
October 3-5, 2008
Location: Los Angeles Equestrian Center (LAEC), Burbank, CA
Contact: Janie Roberts
Telephone: 951-471-3426, email: briarranch@aol.com



The Carousel Charity Horse Show has affiliated their show with FOSH for the
last two years – this after a thirty five year history of being an NHSC show
and offering classes for stacked, chained horses. What a huge victory for the
sound horse movement!

It is in support of this show that Walking the Dog Ranch will hold a chuckwag-
on supper, B.L.E.S.S. clinic and guided trail ride in beautiful south west
Colorado. Save some vacation time and help support this worthy cause!
Dates are set for August 15th-18th, 2008. We are near Mesa Verde,
Telluride and the Durango/Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad. 

If you wish to spend additional time touring, we can board your horse at a
reasonable fee. Space is limited to eight for the clinic so call early to reserve
a spot. Cost is $500, extra person charge $150 which includes food, camp-
ing and auditing. This event is for adults, children under eighteen must be
accompanied by a guardian. Companion dogs must be leashed.

FMI Contact:
Bucky or Nancy

Sparks
(970) 882-4520
(970) 739-1353

Walking The Dog Ranch to
host Fundraiser for Carousel

Charity Horse Show
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The Mountain Horse exhibitors keep it a family affair.While holding hands,
mother Jill and daughter Michelle Blanchard won the Pairs class with Making
Music and Miz Diamond Broker, owned by sister/aunt Pam Toms. Dad Dennis
made a successful transition from groom to exhibitor winning multiple classes
with Elvis’ Rock-A-Baby including the UMH Open Trail Pleasure
Championship. Eilise Jolley with proud grandma Marianne Jolley made her
showing debut on Rebel Ridge Jeremiah in the Lead Line class. The new FOSH
coloring book was a big hit with the junior exhibitor.

Mary Stuart Hatton riding PBF’s Sudden Eclipse won both the UMH
NonPro Classic Pleasure class and the UMH Open Classic Pleasure
Championship.

Veteran exhibitor Vicki Chatten and Blackjack’s Starlet Queen (TWH)
took the honors in OGB Country Pleasure 2 gait Championship.

The Best Gaited Horse Class (no canter) wrapped up the show with excit-
ing performances by all the breeds represented at the North American. Entrants
were asked to demonstrate their horses gait individually and then on the rail as
a group. After a nail biting workout, Fashion Sunnie Attraction (TWH) with
Rebekah Jackson aboard for Dr.Thomas Willis earned the honors.

From the Cover

Top (l-r):
Fashion Sunnie Attraction (TWH)
with rider Jennie Jackson for owner
Dr.Thomas Willis
Playboy’s Sampson (MFT) with rider
Tori Blankenship for owner Bud and
Tori Blankenship
Champagne Watchout (TWH) with
rider Jennie Jackson for owner Walkin
on Ranch

Middle:
Making Music with rider/owner Jill
Blanchard and Miz Diamond Broker
with rider Michelle Blanchard for
owner Pam Toms

Bottom (l-r):
Silver Moon Friday (RMH) with rider
Tammy Phillips for owner Breezkrest
Farm
I’ve Been Spotted (TH & TWH) with
rider/owner Dede Marshall
Elvis’ Rock-A-Bye Baby (AGMH)  with
rider Dennis Blanchard for owners
Dennis and Jill Blanchard

A big thank you to all our exhibitors who traveled
from near and far to attend the show and all our hard

working volunteers who made this show a success and a
pleasure to run. For a complete list of class populations
and results visit www.horseshowtime.com. Click on the

name of the NAC show and click Show Results.

NAC Highlights      from page 2

Digger’s Sun Up Delight (RH/TWH)  with
rider/owner Steve Luoni

Blackjack’s Starlet Queen (TWH) with
owner/rider Vicki Chatten

I’ve Been Spotted (TH & TWH) with
rider/owner Dede Marshall

Frostbite (Tiger Horse) with
rider/owner Faustina Duffy

Skjalfti (Icelandic) with rider
Megan Milloy for owner Rich Moore

Snowline Romeo (Tiger Horse) with
owner/rider Faustina Duffy



Friends of Sound Horses, Inc
6614 Clayton Road #105; St. Louis, MO 63117

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED


